
Leverage the Best of Both Worlds

with discussions in your hybrid course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s session will ask us to think about the role of discussion and how we can leverage that pedagogical approach effectively in a hybrid or blended course. Face-to-face and online discussions vary in format: classroom conversations are spontaneous and include body language, whereas online forums allow for careful composition. We will compare these differences. Then we will consider how to leverage student discussion between the online and face-to-face formats.



Why discussion?

A community of inquiry 
“links reflection and content by encouraging students to collaboratively explore and 
reasonably question the organization and meaning of subject matter. Inquiry is both a 
reflective and collaborative experience..”

- Garrison & Vaughn, Blended Learning in Higher Education: Framework, Principles, and Guidelines (2008), p.15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into it, why do we include discussion in our courses?I like this quote from Garrison & Vaughn’s book, Blended Learning in Higher Education. They adopt a community of inquiry model for blended course design.“Inquiry within the educational community focuses on intended goals and learning outcomes. It is a systematic process to define relevant questions, search for relevant information, formulate solutions, and apply those solutions.” p.15“Education defined as a process of inquiry… links reflection and content by encouraging students to collaboratively explore and reasonably question the organization and meaning of subject matter. Inquiry is both a reflective and collaborative experience.” p.15“For there to be a high cognitive presence, both reflection and collaboration must be present.” –Garrison & Vaughn, 2016, p.29A community of inquiry is “a formally constituted group of individuals whose connection is that of academic purpose and interest who work collaboratively toward intended learning goals and outcomes.”



Community of Inquiry Framework

Social 
Presence

Teaching 
Presence

Cognitive 
Presence
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The three elements of the community of inquiry framework are social presence, cognitive presence and teaching presence.Social presence: enabling risk–free expression and encouraging collaborationCognitive presence: Through a triggering event we instill a sense of puzzlement, students exchange of information, connect and apply ideasTeaching presence: Through facilitation of the discourse (and direct instruction), set the curriculum and focus the discussion



Social Presence

Enable risk-free expression and 
encourage collaboration.
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Presentation Notes
Welcome students warmly at the start.Include opportunities for small group discussion.Encourage participants to incorporate their feelings, experiences, examples and ideas. Model how to incorporate emotional reactions.Model messages that are respectful, positive & encouraging.Participants can share personal stories and experiences.



Example: Video Introductions

https://voicethread.com/share/12619998/


Example: Injecting humor

Who uses funny anecdotes?



Teaching Presence

Set the curriculum, instruct, and 
facilitate the discourse.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students expect structure and leadership (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005). According to Aurbaugh (2007), teaching presence is a strong predictor of perceived learning and satisfaction. (So is social presence. It makes sense. Students will feel more confident to explore new ideas if they feel supported.)Use a discussion structure that encourages replies.Set clear expectations for participation.Model & encourage messages that are respectful, positive & encouraging.



Cognitive Presence

Trigger curiosity and puzzlement and 
help students connect and apply 
ideas.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask a question that is important to the students.Give students opportunities to explore their interests.Help students with process of collecting and reconciling information.If appropriate, test the preferred solution.



Spectrum of modalities

Face-to-Face Synchronous, 
online

Asynchronous, 
online
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Presentation Notes
Discussions occur along a spectrum of modalities. At one end we have face-to-face discussion while at the other end we have asynchronous online discussions. In between, and sharing characteristics of each, we have synchronous (or real-time) online discussion. For this workshop we’re especially going to focus on comparing the two ends of the spectrum, not least because when our discussion occur online it most often happens in the asynchronous format.



Physical proximity

Face-to-Face Synchronous, 
online

Asynchronous, 
online

HIGH Physical Proximity LOW
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Presentation Notes
Being together is a powerful thing. We can make eye contact, communicate with a friendly tone and body language, and verbally exchange ideas in an immediate way. As a student, I verbally express my thought and can receive instant feedback from anyone in the classroom. Very quickly, we can get to the crux of an issue – or reveal the depth of unfamiliarity students have with it.In an online asynchronous discussion board, we’re not together. We’re instead communicating in a written format and we’re mediated by a computer.



Time

Face-to-Face Synchronous, 
online

Asynchronous, 
online

SIMULTANEOUS Time LAG
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Presentation Notes
Due to the time shift, or lag in response that comes with an asynchronous format, we lose that immediacy, but gain something valuable. To quote Garrison & Vaughn, “The strength of online learning is the opportunity for reflection and rigor. It takes longer to compose a written message and communicate in a clear and concise manner that others will read and respond to.” –Garrison & Vaughn (2016), p. 28



Implications for design of discussion

Discussions are… Spontaneous but surface 
level

More polished; they can 
integrate reflection and rigor

A sense of community is… Quick to create Slow to build

Collaboration can evolve… Quickly
(Think/Pair/Share in 30 mins)

Slowly
(Think/Pair/Share in 1 week)

Grading… Does not occur? Does occur?



Question: How do we blend our discussion?

or



Discussion: What kind of prompt?

For each modality, what are considerations for the 
type of prompt we might use?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Face-to-face: a prompt that grabs our attention, hooks us into the discussion, helps us activate our prior knowledge. You can use humor, take a risk, or invoke controversy more easily. It might not be possible to demand depth of knowledge about the subject.Online: Introverts find it easier to communicate in the written format. The question can require reflection and rigor. Learners have the opportunity to review and refer to content and to explore the topic on their own. More challenging to introduce a controversial topic (could be mis-read).



Thanks!

Steve Courchesne

Instructional Designer

Education Technology Office

scourchesne@framingham.edu
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